Eggs, not napalm, greet Laird at P.C.

By Will Collette

Around 6:30 p.m., the motorcade bearing Laird and Ford arrived. The state police and the Providence police cordoned off a section by the side entrance to facilitate their entry. As they stepped from the limousine, they were greeted initially by noisy cheering from the jocks, which was immediately supplanted by chanting from the rear seats. Lastly, they were greeted outside briefly, posing for pictures and chattering with dignitaries from the Foundation. As they moved up the ramp, a volley of eggs and tomatoes flew from the crowd of demonstrators, missing both of them by about 15 feet; but striking Providence Public Safety Commissioner Donald Brown and Police Lt. James Murphy who brought up the rear.

This was a strong protest from the Providence Police and the P.C. marshals and onlookers. From my vantage point on a hill overlooking the scene, I saw the police and marshals make a sweep into the crowd, the police with their clubs raised, which scattered the demonstrators into three directions. The demonstrations members of the crowd hurtled eggs and tomatoes back at the police and some of the demonstrators.

As one of the counter-demonstrators ruefully observed, "I could see the wheels turning, that was a sign they were thinking about politics (go Communist!)." It was clear that they were against the remarks of Ambassador Bass, protesting as a result of their political convictions and not because of their personal dislike of the Ambassador, who has served only to make the police and marshals more determined, and to give the Providence Journal more cause to point a finger and say, "See, college campuses ARE getting more conservative."

No one was injured during the demonstration, and no arrests were made.

-----

Inside, all was serene and elegant. A band played for the guests as they sipped drinks and munched on shrimp and hors d'oeuvres. Members of the college press were directed away from the windows. When Ford or Laird, despite earlier promises from the organizers of the event that Laird would not make a speech, appeared, they were greeted with "I present a real source of concern."
EDITORIAL
Together?

Okay, let’s put it together. This school has been in existence now for over fifty years; and the heritage left from class to class has been, at best, negligible. It’s about time that dear old RWC faced its most pressing, and perhaps fatal, problem — finding among peers caused by a lack of unity. This “every man for himself!” theory is just dandy for an isolated beast in the jungle; but for a college, and an autonomous college at that, that attitude is sheer suicide.

There are always three factions within a college, and we all know what they are. Each faction views the education process differently—and this is good in that exchanging ideas as groups, intelligent groups, such that gains to—and this is, I suppose, what education is all about.

However, when faculty members allow themselves to split in paraisoid silence from each other, each fearing that any other’s gain is his own potential loss, such as in the case of administration statements for over fifty years; and the heritage left from class to class is good in that in exchanging ideas as groups, intelligent groups, such that gains to—and this is, I suppose, what education is all about.

- The bargaining table, in good faith (we hope).
- Honest anger and straightforward thinking will bring anguished silence.
- sorrowfully silent, acutely alone, encouraged into this Theatre Area; but, of course, we must cut accordingly from another his education is all about. ’

—ffe~nt—and
- for fifty years; and the heritage left from class to class is good in that in exchanging ideas as groups, intelligent groups, such that gains to—and this is, I suppose, what education is all about.

- the election of the national leaders of the National Campaign to Impeach Nixon will be organized in groups and unorganized individual actions; making clear their growing feeling that Nixon must go. The capture of this man for his complicity in the Watergate cover-up on June 17, 1972, has grown into, in its day to day life. The campaign committee states impeachment is not yet, and Congress is vacillating and not yet willing to call for his legal and moral duty. Thus, we must come together to make “it perfectly clear” that Nixon must be impeached, as the first step towards cleaning out the corruption and crime within the U.S. Government and building a society of which we can be both proud and equal participants in it.

- the wake-up call. It applies. There should be a report from the Ad Committee on Laboratory
- able to raise the entire amount. I know we can help them.
- P.S. Arthur’s address is ACI, D-13, Cranston, RI 02920.

Pledge your fair share - Impeachment Week begins today

Dear Editor,

You’ve heard about Arthur Leblanc being arrested as a suspect for a murder. My family can’t commit.

I don’t know what your feelings may be toward him, but I hope you’ll consider for a moment his plight. He’s the bear of being a murder suspect for the moment. It’s going to cost a great deal to vindicate him. His family isn’t able to raise the entire amount. I know we can help them.

P.S. Arthur’s address is ACI, D-13, Cranston, RI 02920.

Alumnus imprisoned

The next meeting of the All College Council will be held at 4 p.m., February 6, 1974.

The agenda for the January meeting still applies. There are always three factions within a college, and we all know what they are. Each faction views the education process differently—and this is good in that exchanging ideas as groups, intelligent groups, such that gains to—and this is, I suppose, what education is all about.

Some people of the United States are waking up. The National Campaign to Impeach Nixon for his crimes will be organized in groups and unorganized individual actions; making clear their growing feeling that Nixon must go. The capture of this man for his complicity in the Watergate cover-up on June 17, 1972, has grown into, in some peoples’ opinion, a possibility of Richard Nixon being impeached and then called to stand trial by the Senate from office.

The campaign committee states impeachment is not yet, and Congress is vacillating and not yet willing to call for his legal and moral duty. Thus, we must come together to make “it perfectly clear” that Nixon must be impeached, as the first step towards cleaning out the corruption and crime within the U.S. Government and building a society of which we can be both proud and equal participants in it.

The week of February 4 through it will see people from around the country coming to their Nation’s Capitol to participate in the National Impeachment Lobby-In being organized by the NATIONAL CAMPAIGN TO IMPEACH NIXON, a national organization working with 160 local groups across the country. Each day of this week will see events visible, day-after-day sustained lobbying will drive home the fact that the people want Nixon to leave office; and if he won’t step down, Congress must exercise its responsibility to impeach.

Some of the groups will begin their Lobby-In effort by gathering in front of the White House to hold an old-style grass roots rally. Local spokespeople will read home-town declarations itemizing their own area’s particular grievances to the Nixon Administration and calling for Nixon’s impeachment now.

They will then march up the side-walk along Pennsylvania Avenue to Capitol Hill for a day of intensive lobbying. Afterwards, people will gather at a nearby center to listen to music, attend workshops or share experiences of the day before leaving for home, account for the next time.

The goal of the Lobby-In and of the NATIONAL CAMPAIGN TO IMPEACH NIXON is not to obtain office for a single person but to improve our country’s democratic rights. We are more committed to immediately protecting our nation’s operation’s rights than in affecting the next election. We believe that the testing time for America and it is the very soul of its people which is on trial during the new year.

The date of December 20 was just a bad time to hold the thing. In fact, as Lou (sic) said, it was the first official day of the Christmas vacation; most of the students were home long before Thursday night, and those who were still around were too busy packing, etc. This may have accounted for the poor turnout along with the fact that the Bristol Motel Lodge is not the best known establishment in the state, but the action of all involved were in the even poorest attendance when Bruce Springsteen finally began his performance.

Marc Perry’s account of the concert begins at 6:10 p.m. when, says he, “the unfortunate producers received two calls almost simultaneously. Number one was from Bruce Springsteen’s manager, Mike Apell. He said that he was sorry but the band would be a ‘little late’ and that their sound men would also be late as they had flattened a tire in New Jersey somewhere. The second was from Bruce’s equipment manager saying that he had quit. We got there just before Bruce arrived from Butch (sic), saying that he would be ‘late in this truck’ which had broken down on the Tappan Zee Bridge. This was at 6:30. It is a well-known fact that the Tappan Zee Bridge is a good four hours from Providence but what is a little known fact is who Butch was. He was the newly-hired equipment manager.”

Lou has a slightly different tale to tell. He, having arrived at seven, verified that Springsteen and his band arrived at 7:15, “I saw them and talked to them. The were there. I started asking around, trying to find out what the delay was. I was told they weren’t there yet, which I knew to be bullshit. I was told their equipment was stuck on the Tappan Zee Bridge. This possibility later proved false. Then I was told the truth. Springsteen was being kept offstage because of the financial situation. The band was suffering. See, most music type performance contracts run like this: half the money paid the advance—the other half paid the night of the show.”

Continued on page 4 column 4

Springsteen concert disasters

Papineau decries ‘folks in charge’

Dear Editor,

As you’ve heard about Arthur Leblanc being arrested as a suspect for a murder, my family can’t commit.

I don’t know what your feelings may be toward him, but I hope you’ll consider for a moment his plight. He’s the bear of being a murder suspect for the moment. It’s going to cost a great deal to vindicate him. His family isn’t able to raise the entire amount. I know we can help them.

P.S. Arthur’s address is ACI, D-13, Cranston, RI 02920.
Dr. J. Harold G. Way, 'Mr. Roger Williams'

"I believe in education as the cultural, ethical, social bond. I believe such an education becomes a part of you—how you think and live. The way we live, that way we have to throw those things aside. The industrial conscious is the business conscious.

The emergence of the individual is the basis of perfect attendance. There's no use in having a change accepted with difficulty by one who has been an educator for 55 or 56 years. In fact, Dr. J. Harold G. Way, RWC Ombudsman, has written, "The change has been too many changes altogether in education—a number of the times there was a take of change. His philosophy has remained the same. In 1947 he wrote in one of his weekly Philadelphia Daily News columns, 'The Triangle,' the RWC school newspaper: "There is another important reason for trying to improve upon an education, and to us it is the most important of all, and that is that education should teach men how to live a full life. In other words, the student and the teacher must have as its primary objective the building of character. This must be the basis of life's structure."

Dr. Way has taught English, public speaking, and human relations. "What I try to do with my English courses is to get him to see the beauty of the English language, to look into the minds of the great leaders and thinkers of the past and be able to appreciate them." On the first day of class he clarifies his role, creates a learning atmosphere, and sets his conditions. One condition he applies to himself: he would never smoke during class. He calls himself 'old-fashioned enough' to believe that class attendance is a valid condition, but this is so he can give a student the benefit of the doubt. If, for example, a student's final grade is somewhere between a B and B+, Dr. Way will award him a B on the basis of perfect attendance. He is universal in his regard for his role, "I am the instructor (after all, a student can't be a boy again, a father can't be a man again) but I have spent years studying. Therefore I could put my hand up any time in class if he had a question, I would eliminate my sentence, but I will not overlook it." Yet, Dr. Way has spent his life in education, beginning with organizing and running a school system in Corner Brook, Newfoundland, and continuing in the role of official RWC Ombudsman. In the interim he taught for two years at the old Cranston High School, followed by two years as "senior" master at St. Andrew's school in Barrington. In 1930 he joined the physics faculty at Roger Williams, then the Providence Institute of Northeastern University. In 1946 he became a full-time member of the UMCA Institute's College's immediate predecessor. When the university closed in 1964, he wrote: "I was the only man in a London hotel shaped the beginning of his professional life.

Dr. Way was educated at Andrew's School, Providence, Rhode Island, and received his bachelor's degree in 1930. He opened his educational career at Roger Williams University as a tutor and instructor in mathematics. From 1928 to 1930, he taught English at the school. In 1931, he returned to Brown University to complete his studies and was awarded a Ph.D. in English in 1933. After serving three years with the British Army in the Mediterranean, Dr. Way taught English at Roger Williams for two years in the 1930s. In 1936, Dr. Way accepted a position as a professor of English at Harvard University, where he continued to teach for 43 years. In 1980, he retired as the University's Dana Professor of English.

The Baldwin School of Puerto Rico was founded in 1968 by Dr. Way and other members of the Baldwin School faculty. The school is located in the United States and specializes in teaching Puerto Rican students. Over the years, the school has produced notable alumni, including the former U.S. Senator Ted Kennedy and the current U.S. Secretary of Education John B. King, Jr.

The school has a strong emphasis on character education, and its alumni have gone on to become leaders in various fields. Dr. Way is known for his dedication to education and his commitment to helping students achieve their full potential. He has received numerous awards and honors throughout his career, including the 2002 National Medal of Science from the President of the United States.

The Baldwin School remains committed to its mission of preparing students for success in college and beyond. It continues to provide a rigorous academic curriculum, as well as opportunities for extracurricular activities and service learning. The school is proud to be a part of the Baldwin family, which has a long history of excellence in education.

Applications

According to Stan Jackobole, Registrar, applications have increased from percent in 1973 to percent in 1974. Recently, a student has applied for admission to the school. The student's academic record is impressive, with a grade point average of 3.9 on a scale of 4.0. The student is a member of the National Honor Society and has received several awards for academic excellence. The student is planning to major in economics at the undergraduate level, and is interested in pursuing a career in finance.

The Baldwin School is committed to supporting all students in their academic and personal growth. The school provides a challenging curriculum, as well as opportunities for extracurricular activities and service learning. The school is proud to be a part of the Baldwin family, which has a long history of excellence in education.
Audio-visual department
Seeks novel ways to serve

The Audio-Visual Department of the library is located on the ground floor of the library. Our basic concept is a multi-media center as a part of the library," stated Robert G. Simmons, Director of the department. "It is there to provide the administration, faculty, staff, students, organizations and community with many services."

Following is a list of the services now offered. The department wants people to feel free to come to visit, discuss and inquire about their particular needs.

The department provides to all areas of the college: projectionists and operators for all equipment requisitioned; slide photographic service for classroom use; overhead transparency production; photographic service; transparencies; photo graphic service; disc distribution; audio and video recording and distribution; training to those who wish to learn the use of various equipment; educational and feature film rental booking services; preview for purchase service for various media. They are also offering an audio service for free-loan films and other media, information for special field trips, exhibits, dioramas, theater production, student film, college and industrial, corporate facilities, lectures, presentations, etc., booking for all media, equipment, services, evaluation of new media, information on availability of new equipment, media supplies, etc., acquired by Audio-Visual Department, workshops, in-service training and courses in Audio Visual methods when necessary or requested.

Washington, D.C., January 29--The Cherry Blossom Festival Program is the newest contest program in the United States. It is sponsored by the National Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington, D.C., for girls only. Only girls registered in accredited colleges are eligible to enter.

One of the unique features of the program is the prize structure. The contest winner will receive $1,000 cash in a new Dodge Sport Convertible PLUS an equal cash prize of $250 for her student body council.

One girl will be selected from a pool of entries from the District of Columbia--a total of 51 girls to compete for the national title College Girl of the Year in Washington, D.C., during the National Cherry Blossom Festival Program, April 3-10, 1974. The contest entertainment program with star talent will be nationally televised from the Eisenhower Stage in Kennedy Center on the afternoon of April 5, 1974.

The program is an opportunity for student organizations to express to the goals and ambitions of students from all parts of the country. It also offers college students an opportunity to have a share in the benefits of the program through the $2500 cash prize money for the student body council of the winning college.

For applications, contact your student council president or write directly to:

Jo's Gift Shoppe
Gifts of Distinction
574 Hope St
Bristol, RI
Tel. 253-8212

Every sandwich a meal in itself
Ricciottis
Sandwich Shop

Gooding Ave.,
Bristol, Rhode Island

The hours are 10 am to Midnight
seven days a week

Springsteen concert

Overseas summer jobs
Offered U.S. students
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Basketball

finishing off Franklin Pierce 78-39. Hennenberger was high scorer with 22 points, 16 in the first ten minutes. Bill Brown pumped in an additional 12 for the RWC reserve corp, which saw more playing time than the regular five.

CURRY'S HALF-GAME
Roger Williams made it six in a row as they slid by Currie College (Mass.) 68-52 on January 18. Curry scored a disgusting 15 points in the first half and the same in the second.

The second half was more like a basketball game; yet Curry never managed to pull closer than eight points, as Roberti (15), Hennenberger (13) and Hopper (10) held full control of the boards. The game, with the previous one against Franklin Pierce, increased the Hawk’s conference record to 4-0.

N.H.C.'S PETTY NO THREAT(Y)
This past Wednesday night, after nearly two weeks off, the Hawks got back into action against top-flight rival, New Hampshire College and their seven-foot telephone pole, Fred Petty. A conference rival, Roger Williams had slipped by N.H.C. in their first meeting, 88-86, and an equally tight match was expected in this game….no one was disappointed.

Winning the game in the final minutes, 76-68, Roger Williams never had more than a four-point lead at any one time, and a few times were down by a couple.

All even at 31 each at the midpoint, it was a combination of blocking out the seven-foot Petty from under the boards along with the sharp shooting of Datcher in the second half that spelled the RWC win. Petty, more intimidating than the threat he could actually be at his height, was held to 11 rebounds, while both Roberti and Hopper pulled down 13 apiece. Datcher finished the game with ten rebounds.

HOOP POOP
...Ralph Roberti went over the 1,000 rebound mark in the New Hampshire game...he's the first to reach this total in RWC history...he now has 1,012...the team lost at least three men during intermission and has a chance of losing one or two more...rumor has it that Curtis Strickland might return to RWC...Strickland, in his single season (71-72) here averaged over 17 points per game. Hawthorne College is the only thing now standing in the way of the Hawks and a possible bid to the regionals...the Hawks’ next home game, Monday at the Bristol High School, will be against Hawthorne...game time is 7 p.m. Dwight Datcher pulled within 85 points of the college’s all-time most career points record (1354) with his 26 against N.H.C...Roberti moved within 90 of the 1,000-point mark...RWC has nine more games this season....

No. THREAT(Y)

seconds to go, Gordon broke the deadlock with a score. Final score: 5-4. Again, Jay O'Neil played a great game, making 37 saves in goal.

ICE STATS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring</th>
<th>PTS</th>
<th>Goals Assists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Crouse</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Proulx</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave MacDougal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Whiffen</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Reiff</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Penalty Minutes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>17 min. (8 games)</th>
<th>16 min. (9 games)</th>
<th>14 min. (4 games)</th>
<th>11 min. (9 games)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. Gibbons</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Silvia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Patnaude</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Whiffen</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power Play Goals: 9

- F. Proulx | 3 |
- J. Whiffen | 2 |
- M. Goerner | 1 |
- J. Crouse | 1 |
- D. MacDougal | 1 |
- J. Gibbons | 1 |

Photo by David Dupre

Classifieds

EAST BAY KENNELS-Dog grooming, pet boarding, Irish Setter breeding, and pet supplies. Call Bristol 255-4429.

Fish Tank. Fully equipped. Heater, filter, breeding trap, etc. 25 gallon with stand, $25—call S.A.S. at 255-2157 or 831-6289 and ask for Dave.

PROVIDENCE BUSINESS MAJORS
MAKE MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME
SELLING ADVERTISING IN THE PROVIDENCE AREA FOR THE QUILL
CALL 255-2146 FOR INFORMATION

Why: The Aetna College Plan?

BECAUSE

You can solve so many of your future financial needs right now!

- Immediate Life Insurancé protection for yourself
- A guarantee you can increase it in the future
- The guarantee the premiums will be paid if you suffer extended disability
- Automatic protection for your family
- A growing cash fund for emergencies
- Deferred payment plan

And there’s more in this plan specially developed for college men and women by one of the world’s largest insurance and financial organizations. For details contact:

Ray Frizzen
2775 East Main Road
Portsmouth, RI 02870

Aetna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut
MA BELL GETS A WRONG NUMBER

College roommates Eugene Gowdy of Newburgh, New York, and Barry Wolentzky of Rochester, New York, both 18, eagerly opened the envelope from the telephone company yesterday. The phone company owed them $60.

But instead of the refund they expected, the two freshmen at the State University of Buffalo found their names on a bill for $9,772. Accompanying the bill was a stack of long-distance call statements to such places as Los Angeles, Washington, and New Delhi.

The telephone company says the calls should have been billed, instead, to the school.

DUCK LUNCH

A boatyard in Brundall, England, has installed self-closing doors on its workshop. The reason—to stop wild ducks who live in the area from waddling inside and stealing workmen’s lunches.

UNISEX CLOTHES SHOP

“A little bit of everything”

Jeans  Belts  India Imports
Incense  Smoking Paraphernalia

“Visit us now and take advantage of our low prices!”

577 Hope Street  Daily 10-6
Bristol  Friday 10-8
Closed Sundays

Student discount—10%

SPECIAL NOTICE

On Friday, Dec. 14th, the Avon Cinema announced a new price policy for R.I. college students ($1.00 per student Mon. thru Thurs.) and we are pleased to mention that over 500 students have already purchased the Student Discount Cards.

For those of you who have not yet taken advantage of this price reduction, we have below a simple order form to use when requesting a student card. Complete the form, and mail it with $1.00 to the Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer St., Prov., R. I. 02906.

(Discount cards are sold by mail only and are not available at the box office.)

Gentlemen: Enclosed is $1.00 Please forward one Student discount card to:

Name
Address
City Zip

(The card entitles bearer to a $1.00 admission price, Mon. thru Thurs. evens. Regular B/O price is $2.50)

NOW SHOWING
Truffaut's "Day for Night"

COMING SOON
"MEAN STREETS"

THE CASUAL INN

‘Where friends meet’

Franklin St., Bristol
'The Form' - formless, petty

By Jack Mahoney

The form, the mask is the tool we use and the weapon we fight in our quest for dominance here in this life. The best advice given to a young man is "Forget the questions, concentrate on the answers." Produce a set of answers that satisfies the interviewer, and the most testing questions will have an awe-struck burial.

Okay, this is what Simpson is saying, I think. Well, if there is all there is to it, why does he take 25 minutes to say it?

It seems that Simpson is playing cutie-pie; here are four human beings; and among them there is no humanity, only defensive conceit, maturity, sexuality, and bad humour that color much of the day-to-day existence. But is that all there is to it? Hardly.

In Richard Wilber's production, Simpson's humour seems many intellectual stabs in the back of modern man. Simpson's longest knife blade cannot exceed length, and the highest comedy in the play would be Simpson's humour at his own expense were not the direction overlaid artistry. This was the case in the Christmas Plays, and again in The Absurd. The set was functional, with misspelled Latin signs strewn about, I suppose it's enough.

It is rumoured that this play will be the Drama Club's initial offering of the second semester. If that is true, I can only hope that intensive rehearsals are in progress; but even then they will be for naught if the smallness of Simpson's vision isn't realized, if the eye isn't lost. Established playwrights are people; not Gods. They must be respected; not worshiped, for out of worship comes cynical hate.

The play was done January 23 for approximately 25 Dartington College students. At the conclusion of the play there was little satisfaction or catharsis. There was no directed emotion in the audience; no "guy was in it," or "guy just can't be true," or "guy isn't a man," or "guy is a man." All there was was an image shot from a company of actors who somehow seem to think the art of acting consists of coming to some of the rehearsals on time and learning two-thirds of lines written by the playwright (and then improving on the others.)

The set was functional, with misspelled Latin signs strewn about, I suppose it's enough.

The form, the mask is the tool we use and the weapon we fight in our quest for dominance here in this life. The best advice given to a young man is "Forget the questions, concentrate on the answers." Produce a set of answers that satisfies the interviewer, and the most testing questions will have an awe-struck burial.

Okay, this is what Simpson is saying, I think. Well, if there is all there is to it, why does he take 25 minutes to say it?

It seems that Simpson is playing cutie-pie; here are four human beings; and among them there is no humanity, only defensive conceit, maturity, sexuality, and bad humour that color much of the day-to-day existence. But is that all there is to it? Hardly.

In Richard Wilber's production, Simpson's humour seems many intellectual stabs in the back of modern man. Simpson's longest knife blade cannot exceed length, and the highest comedy in the play would be Simpson's humour at his own expense were not the direction overlaid artistry. This was the case in the Christmas Plays, and again in The Absurd. The set was functional, with misspelled Latin signs strewn about, I suppose it's enough.

It is rumoured that this play will be the Drama Club's initial offering of the second semester. If that is true, I can only hope that intensive rehearsals are in progress; but even then they will be for naught if the smallness of Simpson's vision isn't realized, if the eye isn't lost. Established playwrights are people; not Gods. They must be respected; not worshiped, for out of worship comes cynical hate.

The play was done January 23 for approximately 25 Dartington College students. At the conclusion of the play there was little satisfaction or catharsis. There was no directed emotion in the audience; no "guy was in it," or "guy just can't be true," or "guy isn't a man," or "guy is a man." All there was was an image shot from a company of actors who somehow seem to think the art of acting consists of coming to some of the rehearsals on time and learning two-thirds of lines written by the playwright (and then improving on the others.)

Remember THE WAGON WHEEL? That's where all those KWO kids got bested by punch or something like that is how the story goes. Anyway, the Wagon Wheel isinfamous den of vice and hate, again "that's how the story goes," has been converted into an easy time restaurant of the quality that has never been seen in Bristol, Rhode Island.

The name of the restaurant is Eliza's; and, after chatting with Ed Gerritor, the personable "president" of the restaurant, my friend Phil Stryker and I sat down at one of their tables to order the specials of the day—"one-quarter pound Delmonico steak sandwich with mushrooms ($1.09) and a cup of cream of mushroom soup ($.40). Phil ordered guiche lorraine, which he explained to be eggs, cheese, and some other stuff, all made into a pie-like pastry, of which the slices cost $.70. We started by having a beer (the only relatively expensive delight in the house at 8.00 for Schlit and $.90 for Heineken).

My soup arrived; and to my surprise, I found slices of whole mushroom floating around in the light but rich broth. It tasted as good as it looked; and I finished it just in time for my main course—Ed served (and Eliza gave expression to) a tender and tasty sandwich of its kind ever tasted, even with that fancy Swiss liquor on top that she presented and I didn't. Never could I see any sense in the Swiss—but, she enjoyed it.

The bill wasn't hard to take; and I'm afraid I left a rather large tip, for the service was so good. Well, there's Janice, who's very lovely and soft-spoken, and Roger Williams' own Jan Long, who has a great smile. We were the only customers that afternoon (Eliza's had just recently opened) so Phil and I each had our own waiters.

Ed Gerritor is a professional restaurant man; he is also an artist, and knowing the trade gives expression to his art—which is a total environment. Eliza's is a fine restaurant, but small. So you better hurry on down there before it's crowded and find a seat, Tell Ed Jack sent ya.
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By Leo Ann Gutwiler

On January 21, the RWC hockey team returned for practice and four games before Spring Semester began on Monday.

The team has a new coach, Ray Maker, and a new assistant coach, Sonny Amaral, after the resignation of Fred Sowers. It has proven to be a good change, as the Hawks won their first game against St. Francis College at the Portsmouth Abbey rink.

Even though the team had only skated together once before the game, there was more spirit on the bench and on the ice than there had been all season, which led them to their victory.

The high scorers in the 5-2 win were Paul Provost and John Crouse with 2 goals each and a pair of assists each. The team was handed four penalties: Dave Amaral (two for tripping); Jim Whiffen, a five-minute major penalty in the second period for high-sticking; John Crouse in the second period for fighting; and Paul Provost in the third period for charging. Day O'Neill, who opened up the RWC scoring with a goal assisted by Provost and Bob Martinez, was also handed a major penalty with another goal assisted by Jim Whiffen. At the end of the second period the score was 7-2.

In the final period, Dave MacDougall scored a goal for the Hawks in the 4th minute of the period. Goalie for 83.3, Jay O'Neill made 62 saves. In the pouring rain, in 42-degree weather, on an outdoor rink, RWC played an exciting game against Eastern Nazarene. In the opening period, the Hawks pushed over three goals to Gordon's one. In the second period, as the rain continued, Gordie Gordon scored to make the score 4-3 in their favor. In the last period, Dave MacDougall scored a tying goal. The Hawks won 5-4 in both teams when with 30 minutes left in the game.

One of the most enjoyable films of the season is "The Sting." Enjoyable film according to our two reviewers, Robert Redford, Paul Newman, set against the events in the San Francisco Police Department, set against 1930's America and the criminals set against the original. Clint Eastwood again stars as Harry, Warren Beatty as Jimmy, and Four Seasons Cinema One.
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The Sting: Enjoyable film according to our two reviewers, Robert Redford, Paul Newman, set against the events in the San Francisco Police Department, set against 1930's America and the criminals set against the original. Clint Eastwood again stars as Harry, Warren Beatty as Jimmy, and Four Seasons Cinema One.

American Gothic: Nostalgic and quite enjoyable. Film is quite the opposite of the complacent 1960's. Film has no real plot but is thoroughly enjoyable and well worth your time. One of this year's better films. Four Seasons Cinema Three.